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To the manager of my local grocery store:

I love shopping at your store because I usually find everything my family is looking for. However, I see that 
you are not currently stocking Real Deal Australian Meat Pies in your freezer section. Perhaps you are not 
familiar with them?

Real Deal Australian Meat Pies makes savoury, handcrafted pies with both traditional and gourmet recipes. 
Their flaky puff pastry top and shortcrust base graciously hold in the filling and the rich, thick gravy - so you 
can eat them on the go with no utensils required! PLUS, they are the first Federally inspected Australian 
Meat Pies available in Canada. 

Real Deal Australian Meat Pies Inc. has been made in Canada since 2010. Their National launch began with 6 
recipes and has already expanded to 8, including a Vegan option. These pies are a staple among those with 
Aussie and Kiwi ties and have become loved by many Canadians. 

Here is a list of the available Real Deal Australian Meat Pies. I’ve checked off the ones I would really like to 
buy at your store. Could you please assist and bring them in?

You can contact them by email at gday@realdealpies.com or by phone at (403) 346-5006. 

Thank you in advance for bringing in such great products!

Name:  ____________________________________________  Date: __________________________________________  

DESCRIPTION FORMAT CODE UPC

☐ GROUND BEEF + GRAVY PIE 24 x 190 g 24101 661501241011

☐ STEAK + GRAVY PIE 24 x 190 g 24102 661501241028

☐ PEPPER STEAK PIE 24 x 190 g 24103 661501241035

☐ STEAK, CHEESE + BACON PIE 24 x 200 g 24104 661501241011

☐ STEAK + MUSHROOM PIE 24 x 200 g 24105 661501241059

☐ CHICKEN CURRY PIE 24 x 190 g 24106 661501241066

☐ CHICKEN POT PIE 24 x 190 g 24107 661501241073

☐ VEGAN CHILI PIE * 24 x 190 g 24108 661501241080           

* CERTIFIED BY VEGECERT


